KAWASAKI KLR250 SU RACK HTP4-6-1

Thank you for purchasing Happy Trails products. Our products are proudly hand made in Boise Idaho,
USA. If you have any questions or concerns about the installation of this product, please contact us
directly at 1-800-444-8770 or e-mail installation@happy-trail.com.
Before you begin, place the bike on a hard level surface where you have
room to work. Lay out the parts included in this kit and compare to the
parts list in these instructions. If any parts or hardware are missing,
contact us immediately at the number or email listed above.

Step 1. Remove rear bolt on Side
panel (pic 1) and rear (bolt) mount
on passenger foot peg. (pic 2)
Disconnect turn signal wiring & remove turn signals. (pics 3&4) Remove tool bag to release plate
that locks wires in place (pic 6).
Note: remove all bolts to free the
tail rack and bag.
Step 2. Attach the middle mount:
Using the 6x40mm bolt, feed the
bolt through the tab on the rack,
through the 1/2” spacer, threading
the bolt into the bike (keep loose)
(pic 7).
Step 3. Attach the front mount:
Using the 8x40mm bolt & nut,
feed through the front-most mount
(keep loose). (pics 8&9)
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Step 4. Rear mount & turn signal mounting: Using the turn
signal tabs, set it so the end in
the picture is tapered to tail light
(pics 5&12).
Using the black nylon spacer at
the rear rack mounting location
(pic 11), and the white spacer at
the end with the turn signal (pic
10) attach the turn signal to the
end of the tab with the one big
hole and two small holes.
Step 5. Extending turn signal
wires (if necessary). This kit
includes wire extensions.
Choose a section (I prefer under the seat) cut the two wires,
install extensions (pic 15) repeat with other end. Repeat all
steps for left side.
Step 6. Install bumper (pointing
up) with 6x16mm bolts, 1/4”
washers, 6mm nuts. (pics
13&14)
Step 7. Tighten all hardware,
check operation of turn signals.
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